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Freedom
Accessories



Silicone protection cover

The silicone protection cover is used for 
protecting the Freedom computer from 
mechanical damage. (#3151)

Neoprene pouch

You can use it for protection of your 
Freedom computer.
(#3203 – red, #3204 black)

USB charger

Efficient USB charger (1000 mA) with 
exchangeable plugs for international 
use (100–240 V / 50–60 Hz). Cable with 
a Freedom connector is included. The cable 
is not only for charging, but also for data 
transfer (#8075), only spare endings for the 
USB charger (#8078).

Attachment strap

Attachment strap for attaching the Freedom 
computer to your arm. The standard length 
is 35.5 cm (#1482). For a dry suite length is 
42.5 cm(#1483)

Attachment bungee

For attaching the Freedom computer to your 
wrist. (#1481)

Freedom Nitrox Analyzer

Additional device for the Freedom computer 
for nitrox analysis (the measuring of oxygen 
concentration in the breathing mixture). You 
only need to connect it to a connector of the 
Freedom computer of any software version 
and you can measure. (#8117)



Cable for connecting oxygen 
sensors

The cable for connecting oxygen sensors 
enables the connection of up to three 
rebreather oxygen sensors through the Molex 
connectors. It comes in the standard length of 
1.2 meters. (#8076)

Ergonomic thermally insulating 
mat

The additional plastic ergonomically shaped 
mat for the Freedom computers. (#1480)

Freedom computer connector 
cover

The Freedom computer cover for protecting 
the Freedom computer cover from mechanical 
damage. The Freedom computer can also be 
used without a cover, as its connector is, when 
disconnected, very resistant against pressure 
up to the depth of 600 m, to this depth is has 
also been tested. (#1283)

Connector lid

The connector lid is for blinding the connector 
for the connecting cable of the Freedom com-
puter or for the connection of oxygen sensors 
(Freedom Closed Circuit). (#1487)

Freedom USB cable

Freedom USB cable for charging and data 
transfer from the Freedom computer. (#8077)

Protective foil for Freedom

Protective foil for the Freedom computer 
display, size 2.4”. It protects the cover from 
getting scratched. The set includes the foil, 
a cloth, an application solution and a spatula. 
(#8074)
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